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T O U R  P A C K A G E

Tokyo → Fuji  → Kyoto
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Rs 1,34,999 per person



Arrive in Japan – The Land of Rising Sun.

Upon reaching Narita or Haneda Airport, transfer

to the hotel (on seat in coach basis) and check-

in. Tokyo is one of the most populous cities in

the world and offers an unlimited choice of

entertainment, shopping, and dining

experience. The city also has plenty of gardens,

museums, and temples. Though Tokyo is

constantly changing to keep up with shifting

fads, the traditions have been followed for

thousands of years. Enjoy your evening at

leisure and have dinner at a restaurant of your

choice (on your own) before returning to the

hotel for an overnight stay.

ITINERARY
Day 1 - Arrival Tokyo
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Day 2 - Half day Tokyo City
Tour
Breakfast at Hotel. After breakfast make your way

to the departure point (on own) to proceed for

Tokyo Half Day Morning City Tour. Proceed to

Odaiba, a popular shopping and entertainment

district on a man made island in Tokyo Bay. Next

up, head to Tokyo bay Cruise. Followed by Tokyo

Sky Tree, a landmark of Tokyo. It is the tallest

structure in Japan and the second tallest in the

world at the time of its completion. A large

shopping complex with aquarium is located at its

base. Tour disbands at Tokyo Station. Make way to

your hotel. Overnight stay at the hotel in Tokyo.
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Day 3 - Explore Tokyo

Enjoy your breakfast and post it proceed for your

Tokyo City Tour. Visit -Tokyo Tower, Climb to the

main observatory for a panoramic view from

Japan's second tallest structure. Head to Meiji

Shrine and then Imperial Palace Plaza (the primary

residence of the Emperor of Japan). Tour ends at

Ginza providing you with immense number of

opportunities to shop around. Enjoy a delicious

dinner (on own) before heading

back to your hotel for an overnight stay

Day 4 - Tour to Mt. Fuji

Check out from the hotel after breakfast and

depart for your pickup point (on own) to proceed

for your Mount Fuji Tour. Today you'll enjoy a

beautiful panoramic drive to Mt. Fuji, an almost

perfectly conical volcano that is recognized around

the world as a symbol of Japan. It stands over

12,000 feet high and is beautifully snow-capped in

winter. Drive to the 5th station, where you'll enjoy

gorgeous views of the surrounding countryside.

Tour disbands at Fuji area. Overnight stay at the

hotel in Kawaguchi/Fuji.
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Day 5 - Discover Kyoto

After enjoying a hearty breakfast at the hotel,

check-out from your hotel and head to

Fuji/Mishima station (on own) to catch your onward

bullet train to Kyoto. On arriving at Kyoto train

station either make way to your hotel to Check-in (if

reaching early) or continue on your Kyoto Tour.

Your first stop is at Fushimi inari shrine, the ultimate

Torii gate experience famous for its thousands of

vermilion torii gates, which straddle a network of

trails behind its main buildings. The trails lead into

the wooded forest of the sacred Mount Inari, which

stands at 233 meters and belongs to the shrine

grounds. Followed by, Sanjusangen-do Temple

which literally translates to "Hall with thirty three

spaces between the columns", describing the

architecture of the 120-meter long (the world's

longest wooden building) main hall of the temple.

Last stop will be at Kiyomizu-dera Temple, best

known for it's large wooden terrace. Make your way

back to your hotel after enjoying a delicious dinner

(on own). Overnight stay at the hotel in Kyoto.
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Day 6 - Best of Kyoto

Wake to a pleasant morning and spoil yourself to a

lip-smacking breakfast. Today you have the rest of

the day at leisure. Explore the university town of

Kyoto and soak in its unique contrast to the rest of

the country. Walk by its charming streets and stop

by one of the many Buddhist temples, take a stroll

in the city’s ideal gardens and visit some of the

colorful shrines. Indulge in some refined cuisines or

a hot pot of ramen or take pleasure in visiting the

ancient specialty shops – there is so much to do

here. Or else, you may opt to visit Osaka or Nara

today, where, you visit one of Japan’s most famous

temples − Todaiji Temple along with other spots

like Nara Deer Park, Kasuga Taisha Shrine, and

Nara Nagomikan. Your day in Kyoto ends with a

savory dinner at a local restaurant (on your own)

before you head back to your hotel. Overnight stay

in Kyoto.

Day 7 - Kyoto Departure

This day marks the end of your wonderful vacation

to Japan. Post breakfast, head out to the Airport for

your flight back home.



EXCLUSIONS

6 nights’ accommodation in 4 star hotel

Return Airfare

Daily Buffet Breakfast at hotel 

Transfers and sight-seeing as per itinerary on shared basis.

Service of an English Speaking Chauffeur  Guide.

Currently applicable hotel taxes
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INCLUSIONS

Any meals other than those specified in ‘Cost Includes’

Expenses of personal nature such as tips, telephone calls,

laundry, liquor etc.

Tips & gratuities for drivers & guides    

Meals not mentioned in the Itinerary or Local transfers

from drop-off point for SIC tours (Tokyo Station/ Kyoto

Station/ Osaka Station or other)Inclusions

GST 5% on total billed amount

Visa Fee & Travel Insurance.

High Season / Festive Season

Supplements Applied by Hotels From Time to Time
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Any Services not mentioned above

The above quote is valid for 4 passengers travelling together

Any peak season Surcharges

Any increase in Airfare, Airport Taxes, Fuel Surcharge, Visa fee

Visa charges

All kind of tips to drivers, guides, representative

Any expenses of personal nature such as laundry expenses, wines, mineral
water, food and drinks not in the regular menus provided by us.

Meals are preset and a choice of menu is not available.

Any increase in rate of exchange leading to an increase in surface
transportation and land arrangements which may come into effect later

The tour price is subject to increase without notice substantially prior to
departure

We are not responsible for visa rejection or delay due to any reason

ALL ABOVE OFFERS DOES NOT INCLUDE:
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CONTACT US
Tour Manager : Arjav Jain

(+91-996888111)
sales@travelpaa.com
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